Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 15

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
2. became unconscious for a short time
3. combined
4. sent by airplane, truck, or ship
7. fell or nearly fell
9. allowed to enter
10. going from place to place with no definite purpose
11. funny
13. repairing
14. I like ___ relatives in other states.
21. These clowns have ___ many children.
24. trying to find
25. cleaned off by rubbing
26. calling on the telephone
27. I am ___ the schedule for the show times.

Down
1. She ___ her help, and I accepted.
3. drew a diagram of a place as viewed from above
5. walking in the wilderness
6. shocking or beautiful
7. sensing an odor
8. delighting
12. dying from lack of food
15. journeyed
16. The plane has ___ on the runway.
17. looked at with a steady gaze
18. A blanket of snow ___ the ground.
19. smiling broadly
20. placing
22. The plate ___ to the floor and broke.
23. The day was quickly ___ warmer.
24. opposite of spending